As it appears with the general social media and deplatforming campaign of the enemy, people from certain..."places", are all over "strange" websites that are undesirable to the enemy, and social media, infiltrating there digitally to make people to do things the enemy wants:

1. They try to incite violence to get platforms shut down over "Muh terrorism".
2. They try to coerce members of said places to commit violence.
3. They do their utmost to make places appear as lunatics, so that they are deplatformed.
4. They sit there collecting information about members and so on.

Many of these actors appears to be part of a greater organized purge by the enemy. They seem to be everywhere now, from your local town's square as a paid shill, to internet forums, or even inside small forums, discord chats and so on. None of them would ever be allowed here, that is for sure.

But since many people are online already, be on your guard. This is going to intensify. The enemy will try to use tensions to cause major social discord, hate and other problems. The enemy clearly wants to create a series of extreme bloodshed and violence, so this can be used as justification for a series of legal enslavement and series of Orwellian limitations they are going to impose.

Their job is to support a false narrative that whomever is against the removal of their freedoms is a criminal and terrorist.

Soon they will for example try gun removal, oh, that will make you un-American to not want to have your guns removed and be powerless against the Orwellian Communism that they plan. "Forget the Constitution, we have China Boy now in power. You aren't going to need any gun!".

People will have questions about the Vaccine, oh, another bio-terrorist that doesn't want to be experimented upon?

One won't like Communism, oh, hate speech, how dare you question Communism in the New America?
And so on, so forth.

In the past, these methods were used over people of very fringe beliefs ["Conspiracy Theorists"], but now, as it appears, they are even hunting down even the most normal conservative circles etc.

Now EVERYONE that opposes them will be, despite of race, creed or color or beliefs, a "Nazi", a "White Supremacist", a "Terrorist", a "Dangerous Conspiracy Theorist" and so on.

There is an obvious large scale purge going on. But don't be deceived, this was in the works for a very long time. And The People are going to win this war against freedom in the end.

The Biden administration is revealed of also wanting to push secret agencies, to, instead of protecting the US from China and other damning dangers [Many are already sold out to China anyway], to just spend their time 24/7 going after dissident online places with full force.

This is all part of recent pseudo-legal jargon that is going to be used in maximum force during the "New Administration" to get people into some sort of terrorist list over simply not believing in Joe Biden or believing that everyone needs to become a slave.

Now, don't be paranoid, as most of this is exactly mental warfare for people to be afraid. But to say this won't exist, that would be a lie.

They are on the phone with other collaborative reptiles such as Sir Cunt Dorsey on Twitter, also known as "Master of Cuck" and Sir of Shutting Down Presidents, and they will unanimously "purge" everyone who is you know, not consistent with the new "America" they are going to be building.

Even Fox News is apparently being attempted to be wiped out, which may sound insane, but the enemy is actually trying to get down even Fox News. We got to this level where even these types are no longer tolerated at all. Nothing objective or different from their narrative is something they want to allow to exist anymore.

Tucker Carlson spoke about this in depth. Secret agencies are going to sink into ever growing depths of simply being comprised out of "muh skin color" idiots, and crazy jews, inferiors who are beneath any capacity to work in these agencies, but only have time to chase around children saying racial slurs in Call of Duty and imposing stupid standardization such as those of race and gender in units which
are supposed to serve merely based on their ability to set their sights on viable National dangers.

All of this situation has many people shocked. Even Europe is watching America in shock right now over what is happening. Now, people of value, like all SS who know what is going on, you got to stay safe. Stay away from riots and protests. You shouting on top of everyone else will not work to change the world.

But you doing rituals against the reptiles that are destroying our world without any enemies on this level, will make a huge difference. The material level will follow the rest. For those of you who don't plan to listen to this, do not commit anything illegal.

The fight against this global dystopia doesn't get won by people lighting a firecracker. It is a long battle of intellect, spirit, and raw psychic forces that is taking place right now. This manifests in the physical. If you want to take action, don't be front-line in protest where you can be blinded or even worse killed.

We are in the first place to a global awakening situation because people did this. Were this not being done, nothing at all would have happened by itself. And if there is no spiritual hand behind this, all this will be suppressed.

No Satanist, under any circumstances, must be in any of these. Keep yourselves safe. You have a life as a Satanist, so do not waste it over things anyone can do. While a Satanist can support the spiritual backbone of all of this, no other people can. Everyone can go out there and do bad actions one will regret, but this doesn't have to be you. Don't be swayed like the masses are. Stay focused.
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